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Stuart fishing in perfect conditions: just no dam fish.

Club Trip:

The Tri-Club & Geri Bolt @Moorabool Reservoir

A great turnout by the red tag members in October for the Tri-Club and Geri Bolt
trophies. Over a dozen ‘red taggers’ hit the water on a fine, (in Melbourne), spring day. We
estimated that Southern and Yarra Valley combined, did not match our participant
numbers. This is indeed something to be proud of; as a small but enthusiastic club we
punch above our weight, and are never out classed. All of which was to no avail, as the
Yarra Valley Club won the day’s competition with the only fish caught on the first cast of
the morning.
Although the conditions were cool and calm so to were the fish. Bill, Barry, Mateo and
Andrew started the morning in ‘Red Tag Cove’, named after last year’s exploits. Andrew and
Bill, casting toward a stand of submerged trees, had early quick takes but did not get much
else for the rest of the morning; as did anyone else. That’s fishing.
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Library Report
The re-location has provided much more room for the club and the
library is no exception. Please feel free to browse the collection, get a
cuppa and read a book or magazine on the couch. I will put out the
most recent additions to the library on one of the tables together with
the loans book.
Have at it.

New Titles
The Feather Thief
Kirk Wallace Johnson
Many references to this in previous newsletters and on Team App and
finally a copy has arrived in the library (donated by yours truly). In
short, it’s a blend of an obsession, theft and lots of rare feathers
combined with the underground world of Victorian salmon fly-tying:

“On a cool June evening in 2009, after performing a concert at London’s
Royal Academy of Music, twenty-year-old American flautist Edwin Rist
boarded a train for a suburban outpost of the British Museum of Natural
History. Home to one of the largest ornithological collections in the world,
the Tring museum was full of rare bird specimens whose gorgeous feathers
were worth staggering amounts of money to the men who shared Edwin’s
obsession: the Victorian art of salmon fly-tying.”
(http://thefeatherthief.com/the-story/)

North-Country Flies
TE Pritt
Those of you who follow Davie McPhail on YouTube
(https://www.youtube.com/user/DavieMcPhail) will already be aware
of his skill as a fly tier. A couple of weeks ago he posted some
photographs of his latest work on social media: all the wet flies from a
book entitled North-Country Flies (https://youtu.be/swJ897YbdBE)
This piqued my curiosity and I did some digging around. The book
was originally published in 1886 and various editions are currently
available…for a price (GBP15 TO GBP150). However, the good
people at the Internet Archive project have digitised a copy and it is
freely available (out of copyright so all legal). Printed out and
basically bound we now have a copy for the princely sum of $2.85.
Enjoy.

Again a call out for any back copies of FlyLife magazine. Please
bring them in and leave them for my attention in the library.
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Beginners Fly Tying
4th Tuesday of the Month

27th November 7:30pm
BLACK ANT
A Scientist in the U.K. studied the eating habits of rainbow and brown trout during the summer
months, found that no other food dominated their menu so heavily as ants. The proportion in
some of the trout was as much as 80%. Flying ants swarm at this time of the year. They 'rain' down
on lakes and rivers by their billions and attract fish to the surface. At the beginning of a swarm
when the ants fall rather sparsely, the fish are easy to catch. During the peak of the swarm the real
ants are too numerous and a fish rarely takes an imitation by mistake, but the situation changes
again towards the end of the swarm. For weeks after the fish are obsessed with this source of food
and ant flies are remain one of the best flies to use. Even when there are no swarms have a look at
over hanging trees. If ants are climbing up their trunks, exploring the leaves for food, some will
fall. A floating ant fly might just tempt that hungry trout lurking in the shade. Ants may be fished
very simply, like freely drifting dry flies. As the fish find them easily enough, no special tricks are
required.
It may seem strange that trout would prefer to eat land based insects over the many aquatic bugs
available to them. You must remember that unlike hatching mayflies they are available to the fish
virtually all year round. Trout have an entire season to learn what they look and taste like. They
must be considered by the fish as an abundant dependable surface floating pray. Ant patterns will
catch trout anywhere unlike mayfly patterns where you should try and match the hatch. Even
when there are hatches on the water some time during the day there will be at least one lengthy
period when few flies are hatching. This normally occurs in the afternoon. This is the time to get
out an ant pattern. If you come across a picky feeder who will not take your mayfly pattern, do not
abandon it without showing the fish an ant fly.
If it has rained within the last 24 hours runoff from a rainstorm will bring drowned spiders, bees,
worms and insects into a lake.
source: http://english-fly-fishing-flies.s3-website-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ant-black.html

Source: http://english-fly-fishing-flies.s3-website-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ant-black.html
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Intermediate & Advanced Fly Tying
2nd Tuesday of the Month

13th November 7:30pm
The Bead Head Prince Nymph was developed by Doug Prince in the thirties and in the
past fifteen years or so has become a 'go-to' pattern for many anglers across the country. The
addition of a brass or tungsten bead has made this fly even more popular and effective. The original
fly was known as a Brown Forked Tail, but has morphed into what I show here and is commonly
accepted as a Prince Nymph today. I tie the Prince (and any other fly with a bead) with lead wire
shoved into the bead to add weight, hold the bead in place and center it on the hook. I find
material selection to be very important when tying the Prince. Starting with the biot tails, I select
biots from nearer to the tip of the feather, as they tend to be a thinner and are easier to tie in than
the biots at the base of the quill, which are wider and hard to tie along the sides of the hook. I also
look for biots that have a good degree of natural curve to them to assist in the split tail look.
Straight biots can be tied in correctly and still not look right, so look for biots with some curve. I
find that bushy, full peacock herl really lends itself well to this fly. Strung peacock is fine as well as
herls from the eyed quill as long as they are full fibered. I have been using a lot of dyed peacock for
my Princes in bright green, purple and red and find it adds a nice, subtle touch of color on the
finished fly. For big Princes (#12 and bigger) I often use hen saddle feathers for the collar but find
that on smaller flies a genetic hen neck is necessary to get the proper size. Finally, for the white biot
'horns' at the head of the fly, I use the wider biots at the base of the feather as in this instance their
width helps to hold them in place as you tie them down and adds durability. I would be hard
pressed to say exactly what the Prince imitates, but if I had to hazard a guess I would have to say a
stonefly nymph. The biot tails are what lead me this way, but I've seen this fly work under so many
different hatch conditions, from mayflies to caddis, that I think I would be safer to lump it into the
attractor nymph category.

Information sourced from: http://english-fly-fishing-flies.s3-website-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ant-black.html
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Report:

Woods Point Magic
Peter Coles

It was the 3rd weekend in October, Ross Caton’s
birthday weekend, and Woods Point was our
destination. There was a scramble to get away
early from work on Friday to get there before
dark, but we ended up setting up camp in the
dark anyway.

undoing of a few fish upstream of the township,
but after a while the river cleared in the higher
sections and the dry fly was again king. I even had
2 small rainbows compete at the same time for my
size 16 Parachute Adams.

3.5 hours from Melbourne, Woods Point resides
on the uppermost reaches of the Goulburn River,
and is a picturesque if not anachronistic town, a
throwback to the early gold rush years.
The first camp was at Comet flat, about 3 km
downstream of the township along 4WD tracks
which included 2 river crossings.
The Goulburn River at Woods Point is a narrow
clear-running freestone river, perfect for fly
fishing. There were plenty of small trout, and at
times there were multiple catches in each pool.
Ross caught no fewer than 5 fish in the first pool
he fished. I was having luck on an orange tag
nymph, Ross was using a Frenchie. There was an
even split of Browns and Rainbows, the latter
being the more aggressive of the two. Soon it
became apparent they were up and about, taking
most patterns. I had equal success on dry fly,
Royal Wulff the best pattern. We each had about a
dozen fish each to our names before the rain
started pouring down.
Not deterred I soldiered on in the rain with the
water now the colour of milky tea, whilst Ross set
the campfire. A black woolly bugger was the
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Day 2 and we were joined by Ross, a mate of Ross
who was on the road at 4am in Melbourne to get
an early start on the river. The best of his 5 for the
day (and best overall) was a nice pan sized brown
that was taken for the smoker. Best fly was the
Royal Wullf (on my recommendation) which he
did not remove for the whole session.
My second morning was a case of walking
downstream from Comet Flat as far as I could,
and had 17 on the board in 3 hours, most of
which were on dry fly. Some of the takes were
excellent fun despite the fish being quite small on
average.
After lunch we headed towards Kevington Via
Gaffneys creek, and took Sappers track (a spirited
4WD track) to Jamieson. We put Ross’s newly
acquired Land Cruiser to the test which passed
with flying colours. This was the last leg of what
was a very enjoyable weekend.
Head to my Youtube channel for the video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FaRB2UZUL
R0 also check out the music contribution with
great thanks to Dan Mamrot. Thanks also go to
Ross Caton for his epic vehicle, great company,
extra action footage and fire lighting prowess.

It's not the size of the fish in the fight. It's the size of the fight in the fish.
The rainbow trout doesn’t disappoint.
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Mud Marlin

Fly Fishing for Urban Carp
Peter Coles

These bad boys are bullet proof
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Ever wondered what it would be like to
have a great sport fishery within a short
drive of home?

lightly weighted white streamer to resemble a piece of
bread. Some people tie a cotton ball onto a hook. It
has to drift slowly past them, they will not charge it
down like a trout, they tend to just open their mouths
and suck it in.

There are plenty of big carp in Urban Melbourne
waterways to test the skill of any fly angler.
Some of the waterways I think are the best for fly
fishing are those that run relatively clear year round.
These include:
Merri Creek, especially near the Yarra confluence, and
sometimes near CERES environmental park, they are
spread throughout the creek so walk the creek trail
and go looking for them.
Gardiner’s creek, especially under the freeway.
Darebin creek (only near the Yarra)
Dandenong creek (I have not fished it but it is a
favorite with bait fishers)
Plenty river, in low flow during summer it is clear
enough to see fish along the entire length of the gorge
(be very careful of snakes in summer)
Far from being a carp expert this is what I have
learned catching them on fly.
1. Always try to spot the fish first, prospecting for
carp is a waste of time. Look for bubble trails (fizzing)
mud clouds where they are feeding, water
disturbances and above all use polarized glasses to spot
them.
2. Use white bread rolled into a small ball that sinks.
This brings them to your spot and gets them into
feeding mode.
3. Once you have them near you and feeding,
carefully put your fly in front of them so as not to
spook them, and retrieve VERY slowly. I used a

4. Best hook size is about a 4 up to about size 1 is
OK. They have rubbery mouths which tends to help
the hookup, set the hook slowly and hang on! Light
tippet is better for hook up but don’t go lighter than 6
lb, 6 to 8 weight rods with a long length work best to
wrestle the big ones.
5. Carp are very strong, don’t try to muscle them in,
let them fight it out and gradually tire them out. I
find that they tire quicker if you apply side pressure in
the opposite direction to the way they want to go. The
first few runs can be spectacular, apply drag to your
reel otherwise they will take you to the backing or run
you into a snag.
Give Carp fishing a go, explore your local waterways
or spend a pleasant Sunday with the family whilst
secretly satisfying your fly fishing addiction. Choose a
creek near you and visit it regularly. The Carp are not
there all the time, you need to go looking for them
regularly.
Note to all Carp anglers:
By law, Carp must NOT be released alive back in the
water as they are a noxious pest. Kill the fish
humanely and dispose of thoughtfully.
Remember, they are also extremely resilient so even if
you think they are dead, they may still be OK. I once
saw one that Ross caught, swim away with a big hole
in it after 20 minutes of being on the bank!
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...of catch and release and other dilemmas.
Ever turned up to what you thought was a secret ‘sure thing’ spot, to find a convoy of cars parked
bumper to bumper, and fishers in turn standing cheek to jowl in the water. How close is too close?
Well red taggers, here are some tips for deportment and decorum when out and about in public
realm.
1. If you’re second or third to your favourite spot, don’t crowd. Depending on the location, 50m
should be considered a reasonable distance. When in doubt ask.
2. Be discreet. People fish for any number of reasons; try to avoid disturbing the serenity of the place.
3. Help. If called upon to help net, land or photograph a fish do so.
4. Leave it better than you found it. It’s an old bushwalking axiom that also applies to fishing. Take
home not only your rubbish, but others as well, including any old line found in trees.
5. For the health of the rivers, Red Tag endorses catch and release, which also follows on from No.4.
(This topic often engenders sometimes passionate discussion).
Remember, when wearing that Red Tag patch, you are in affect, an ambassador of the club.
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Annual Club Trip to Taggerty
November 16-18

Telephone Big 4 Caravan Park (03) 5774 7263
‘The Rapids’ Campsite or Cabins. ...and please register on the club website.

Club Social

Good turnout to welcome
new venue.
Jo and Rick Dobson from Aussie Angler are no
strangers to Red Tag members. On Tuesday
October 30th, in front of a crowd of 40 plus
people, the dynamic duo discussed a range of
equipment and technical information from the
ground up. Literally. Starting with the pattern of
studs on the boots, and finishing with the way to
keep flies afloat, a riveting discussion was had,
only interrupted with with pizzas and other
nibbles and drinks. A big thank you to the wives
and partners who helped make the night a
memorable one for members at this remarkable
new venue. And thanks to Jo and Rick for their
time.

Here is the news...

another action filled adventure.
Red Tag is trialling Google Calendar as a way of keeping members informed of all upcoming Red Tag Activities. If the
feedback and process is successful, expect a roll out to all interested members in 2019. There will be an information/
demonstration session on how to add the calendar to your phones and other devices at an activity meeting early in the
new year.
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Red Tag Fly Fishers:

2018: Committee
Craig Bolch

Web: http://www.redtagflyfishers.com.au/
Mail: PO Box 5095
Alphington VIC 3078

Ross Caton
Peter Coles

President: Tony Ryan
Vice President: Vin McCaughey
Secretary: Bill Jackson
Treasurer: Don Amour

Janie Joseph
Dan Mamrot
Andrew Rodda
Barney Stephens

Editorial

Tight Lines:

From the cover photo, you can see that my line was
not so tight on the Moorabool Reservoir for the
Geribolt and Tri-Club Trophy in October. (Thanks to
Dan for coining the phrase ‘miserabool’, I understand it

Is the monthly newsletter of the Red Tag Fly Fishers’
Club.

now!)

Any and all submissions welcomed. Copy deadline is
typically the last Friday of each month.

Editor: Andrew Rodda
Contributing Editor: David Honeybone

Thanks yet again for your patience, the look of the
newsletter is still evolving. I expect it will be bedded
down in a few more editions.

The quality of this newsletter is only due to the efforts
and contributions by members.

Again another plaintive shout out for content.
This newsletter lives on contributions. A photo, a
comment,
an
email
is
all
it
takes.
redtagflyfishers@gmail.com (or post to the team app.)
Subject Line: Newsletter Item
Thanks

Andrew Rodda

Like
Tasmanian
fishing news
on Faceboook?

www.tasfish.com

FlyLife:

Saltwater & Freshwater Fly Fishing

Rob Sloane
www.flylife.com

Adrenalin Flies
Supplier of quality fly fishing
tackle and equipment

Supporters and friends of
Red Tag Fly Fishers
AFN Fishing & Outdoors

Gin Clear Media
Fly Fishing DVD’s and Films.

20/52 Corporate Boulevard
Bayswater Victoria
t: 9729 8788

www.gin-clear.com

Aussie Angler Fishing & Tackle Gear
Rick Dobson
t:9432 1501
30 Sherbourne Rd.
Greensborough

489 South Rd. Bentleigh Vic. 3209

Flyfinz
Jim Baumgurtel
0410423430
flyfinz.com

www.essentialflyfisher.com.au
Subscribe to essential flyfisher’s newsletters
from their website.

They have regular offers which are exclusive to their mailing
list.

Big 4 Taggerty Holiday Park
t:(03) 5774 7263
3380 Maroondah Highway, Taggerty

book@big4taggerty.com.au

Hurley’s Fly Fishing
Gavin Hurley t:9532 1583

www.aussieangler.com.au
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Highlights

What happened last month?
You can often tell how busy the club has been by how
difficult it is to choose from the images on team app, and
from snap happy anglers.
The beginner’s fly tying session had the honour of being the
last activity in the artist’s hut; and the first activity in the new
digs.
The new location has seen new members and already in a
short space of time it is feeling like a good fit.

...and a lot more to come! In December’s Edition.
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